Social System Design
High-Performance Cultures
Scalable Organizations
Rapid innovation

Overview:

About us
Challenges we address
• Creating a High Performance Culture

• Designing Scalable Organizations and Teams
• Working Effectively in High Uncertainty

Our services
• Training - Lectures
• Facilitation – Workshops
• Programmes
• Mentoring - Consulting

Meet the Team
Case Studies

Contact Us
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About us

We help smaller organizations to
scale and larger ones to manage
communities and innovate.
We use Social System Design to
build organizations who crave
challenges, dare to imagine
alternative futures, and provoke
them.
Meet the team: here
Give us a call to discuss how
we can help you or book a
30min appointment
+447718236355
daniel@conductal.org
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The 3 Main Challenges We Address

Creating a Culture of High Performance
“The culture is what creates the foundation for all future
innovation […] if you break the culture, you break the machine
that creates your products.” - Brian Chesky, CEO AirBnB

Culture starts with the first hire. Research shows that a
positive culture consistently predicts sales, employee and
customer satisfaction.
For start-ups, 9 out of the 20 leading causes for failing are
directly linked to a poorly designed Culture.

Designing Scalable Organizations & Teams
“Scaling is like a man riding a lion. People think, ‘This guy’s
brave.’ And he’s thinking, ‘How the hell did I get on a lion, and
how do I keep from getting eaten?” - The Psychological Price
of Entrepreneurship

For a company to scale successfully, the whole
organization needs to be reinvented. We provide
expertise and facilitation to help you succeed at this
challenge.

Working Effectively in High Uncertainty and
Innovating
“How do we avoid solving the wrong problem really well?”
John Caswell

Innovation is at its best when it delivers tangible results.
Agile, Lean, and Design Thinking approaches have
proven to outcompete traditional methods by delivering
higher returns at lower costs (with improvements from
10% to 100% on ROI).
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Services for Start-ups
Lectures and Training
• Designing Culture: framework and process
• Organization Design basics - Stages and Crises
of Growth
Workshops
• Organization Design: Communication,
Incentives, Roles and Responsibilities, Systems
and Processes
• Design Thinking - Design Sprint
• Brand/Mission Alignment Workshop

Programmes
• Scalability and Growth programme
Mentoring and Consulting
• Flexible by the hour troubleshooting
• Interim COO
Give us a call to discuss how
we can help you or book a
30min appointment
+447718236355
daniel@conductal.org
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Services for Medium to Large
Businesses
Workshops
• Brand/Mission Alignment Workshop
• Design Thinking - Design Sprint
• Culture Design
• Organization Design: Communication,
Incentives, Roles and Responsibilities, Systems
and Processes
Programmes
• Innovation and Competitive Advantage
programme

Consulting
• Targeted day-rate consulting on
• Organization Design
• Innovation Management

• Community Management

Give us a call to discuss how
we can help you or book a
30min appointment
+447718236355
daniel@conductal.org
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Meet the Team: Founder

I founded Conductal in 2015 to help
organizations to scale and develop cultures of
innovation and High Performance.
Beyond Conductal, Daniel is a visiting lecturer
on System Design at Said Business School
(Oxford University), an Associate Fellow of
London University, and a Co-founder and
Steering Group Lead at Crossmodalism (an
international community bridging artists,
scientists, designer, and entrepreneurs).

Daniel Ospina

Daniel does regular public appearances, with
previous platforms including Google Campus,
TEDx, Tech Open Air Berlin, Fjord Kitchen
(Madrid), and MMK16 (Gmbh).

Give me a call to discuss how
we can help you or book a
30min appointment
+447718236355
daniel@conductal.org
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Meet the Team: Advisors and Mentors

Atif Ansar

James White

Robin Dhara

Leading Expert in
Megaprojects at Oxford
University. Director of the
MiMPM at Saïd Business
School, Oxford University.

Group Finance Director for
CV's Group. Ex-finance
director Universal Music
Digital Division. Qualified
Chartered Accountant since
1994.

Communications Director of
TEDxLondon and mentor
for Telefonica StartUp
incubator Wayra. Judge for
the British Media Awards.

Michel Michelli

David Schafran

Marketing Strategy &
Planning expert with 15
years of experience across
Germany, Switzerland,
Ireland, UK, Italy, France,
Belgium, US and Spain.

Founder of MIT powered
venture, EyeNetra.
Previously, partnered with
Innovation Management
institute in Silicon Valley,
and worked at Catapult
Design
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Case Study: Systems Design &
Leadership

The Setting:
The Master in Major Project Management
is a leading executive education
programme for executives managing
megaprojects
with
budgets
of
£100million+. It takes place at Said
Business School, Oxford University.
We were invited to design a lecture and
workshop for the Systems Design Week.
The challenge reside in giving participants
the necessary tools to understand the
counter-intuitive effects of complexity on
key business outcomes: the dangers of
sub-optimization, in-group bias and herd
behaviour,
handling
variety/personalization
and
simultaneously optimizing for economies
of scale, etc.

Addressing the Challenge:
We devised a workshop, where students
are given simultaneously
a product,
process, and service design challenge.
Working in teams and under time
pressure, the students have to exercise
leadership and devise an organization.
The different strategies adopted by the
students and resulting outcomes serve as
a basis to reflect on the experience,
illustrating principles of complexity, group
psychology, leadership, and design
thinking.
•The workshop has been praised by the
students as a highlight of the week.
•Said Business School selected the
workshop as a permanent fixture for the
programme, highlighting it as an example
of innovation in executive education.
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Case Study: Organization Redesign &
Innovation Management

The Setting:
The Danish healthcare system is one of
the best of the world in patient outcomes,
but with better results, patients also
become more demanding.
The New North Zealand Hospital aims to
become a world class example of a
“Patient Centric Hospital” that maintains
the best standards for Healthcare financial
efficiency.
The Hospital team was particularly
concerned with 3 key areas:
•Ensuring
a
world
class
patient
experience
•Developing a strategy for IT-medico setup that that accomplishes the vision for a
patient-centred hospital
•Developing a structure to cooperate with
industry

Addressing the Challenge:
Together with Dr. Atif Ansar, we
approached the problem by conducting a
series of visits to Danish Hospitals,
interviewing staff across functions, and
conducting
workshops
with
the
Leadership and Innovation teams. At the
end of the process the following outcomes
were achieved:
•NNZ had a compelling and well
understood vision: “Together we care’”
•Doing more with less requires “foxy”
capabilities. A strategy was put in place to
reflect this in the formal organization.
•Innovation requires both standardization
(centre-driven)
and
personalization
(frontline-driven).
NNZ
will
be
simultaneously a technology leader and a
follower, focusing internal IT on the
development of its core capabilities.
•A cross-functional department was
created to lead on patient experience.
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Case Study: Organization Redesign &
Customer-Centricity

The Setting:
Quanta is a Homeopathic pharmacy
based in Bogota, Colombia. They have
28 years in the market, 50 employees, a
recognized and respected brand, and a
social business policy that has given
them an extraordinarily committed work
force.
However, multinational companies had
entered the market and were pursuing
aggressive marketing and advertising
campaigns.
Quanta’s sales had flattened and the
executive team lacked a vision for how
the company could respond to the
increased market pressure.
The board had started to loose faith and
was
considering
downsizing
the
workforce.

Addressing the Challenge:
Together with the leadership team, we
carried a full review of Quanta’s
business, facilitated workshops to
generate a vision, implemented a new
organizational design to deliver the
vision, and provided training in agile and
customer centric methodologies.
The following outcomes were achieved:
•The
new
structure
improved
accountability and facilitated coordination
and performance.
•The company discovered and began
exploring untapped market opportunities.
•Risks factors were spotted and actions
taken to mitigate them.
•Managers now feel empowered and
confident.
•The board of directors is now positive
about the future of the Business.
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Case Study: Innovation Methodology

The Setting:
M/F is a design start-up that rethinks the
relationship with food by designing luxury
Science & Art inspired eating utensils.
The founders, from a psychology and
design background, had the talent but
lacked a robust process to innovate
within a limited budget. In Mars 2016,
they engaged in our mentorship
programme with an interim director.

Addressing the Challenge:
After 6 months of operations, the
company has:
•Launched its first product and has been
onboarded by a luxury lifestyle retailer
•Has received global coverage on it’s first
product (BBC worldwide TV, Dezeen
Magazine, and 40+ other publications)
•The company has secured grant funding
for the research and development of a
second product.
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Let’s discuss how we
can help you:
Email
@Conductal
Conductal.org
Tech Open Air interview

